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What's New In?

SpreadsheetConverter to HTML / JavaScript Professional is a fast and easy way to convert Microsoft Excel spreadsheets to
HTML / JavaScript programs with embedded Calculations and Functions. SpreadsheetConverter to HTML / JavaScript
Professional is a fast and easy way to convert Microsoft Excel spreadsheets to HTML / JavaScript programs with embedded
Calculations and Functions. It allows to convert Microsoft Excel files with Excel-Formula and Text-formulas. You can also use
your own Excel-Functions. So if you are searching for a fast and easy way to create Calculating web pages from your
Spreadsheet, this is the right tool for you. You don't need any special Excel-knowledge and you don't need any programming-
skills. All you have to do is create the calculations on Excel, save it as HTML and add the created HTML-page to your website.
SpreadsheetConverter to HTML / JavaScript Professional gives you the power to create interactive and calculating webpages
with SpreadsheetCalculator. With this unique software, you don't need programming skills to create online calculators without
the help of a programmer. "SpreadsheetConverter to HTML / JavaScript Professional" allows you to easily convert MS Excel
spreadsheets to HTML-pages with embedded Calculations and Functions. SpreadsheetConverter is a powerful, easy to use, stand-
alone tool. You don't need programming skills. All you have to do is create the calculations on Excel, save it as HTML, and add
the created HTML-page to your website. The online calculators can be used for expense report, survey, order forms, reservation
forms, employment application, financial advisor, ROI-calculator, engineering. You can also use the calculations to create your
own programmes in JavaScript. You will get the generated HTML pages as.zip-files. You can use these files on your website.
You don't need any special Excel-knowledge or programming skills. You can use your own Excel-functions to use your own
Excel-formulas, which are saved to the generated HTML. Using the free version (Click here to download the free version), you
can save the.HTML files for test purposes. With the professional version you can save your calculations as PDF-files, which are
much smaller and easy to handle. The professional version allows to save your generated HTML-page as HTML and to convert
it to PDF. The professional version allows to convert the created HTML-pages to PDF. This is a very usefull feature. If you
convert the HTML-page to PDF, you can print your webpage and present the HTML-page to your client. With the professional
version you can also extract your Excel-formulas to JavaScript. This means, if you enter your calculations into Excel, you can
create your own calculating program in JavaScript. You don't need to use Excel-formulas anymore. You can
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